The paper studies large sample theory of estimators of the error distribution for the semiparametric model Y = X + g(T ) + ": Under appropriate conditions, we prove that the estimators converge in probability, almost surely converge and uniformly almost surely converge. Asymptotic normality and the rates of convergence of the estimators are also investigated. Finally we establish the law of the iterated logarithm for the estimators.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the model given by Y i = X i + g(T i ) + " i ; i = 1; : : :; (1) where X i = (x i1 ; : : :; x ip ) (p 1) and T i (T i 2 0; 1]) are known xed design points, = ( 1 ; : : :; p ) is an unknown parameter vector and g is an unknown function, and " 1 ; : : :; " n are i.i.d. random variables with a common unknown density function f(u); and mean 0 and nite variance 2 : The model was introduced by Engle, et al. (1986) to study the e ect of weather or electricity demand. More recent work dealt with the estimation of at a parametric rate. Chen
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(1988), Chen and Shiau (1991) , Heckman (1986 Heckman ( , 1988 , Robinson (1988) , Schick (1996) and Speckman (1988) constructed p n?consistent estimates of under the nonsingularity of the matrix E fX 1 ? E(X 1 jT 1 )gfX 1 ? E(X 1 jT 1 )g ] which guarantees the identi ability of the parameter , under various conditions on E(X 1 jT 1 ) and g( ) when (X i ; T i ) are random design points. Cuzick (1992a) constructed e cient estimates of when the error density is known and has nite Fisher information. The same problem was solved by Cuzick (1992b) and Schick (1993) when the error distribution is unknown.
In this paper, the estimators of f(u); b f n (u); are obtained by using nonparametric regression to approximate g(t): Under appropriate conditions, we prove that b f n (u) converges in probability, almost surely converges and uniformly almost surely converges. Then we consider asymptotic normality and the convergence rates of b f n (u). Finally we establish the law of the iterated logarithm
The paper is organized as follows. In the following we give the assumptions on the X i and T i :
Section 2 lists some lemmas. Section 3 proves that b f n (u) converges in probability, almost surely converges and uniformly almost surely converges. Section 4 gives the convergence rates of b f n (u):
Section 5 obtains asymptotic normality and the law of the iterated logarithm. For the convenience and simplicity, we shall employ C(0 < C < 1) to denote some constant not depending on n but may assume di erent values at each appearance. where a n (> 0) is a bandwidth, and I A denotes the indicator function of the set A:
In the following we list the su cient conditions for our main result.
Condition 1 (i) max 2 SOME LEMMAS
In this section, we list some lemmas proved which are used in the following for proving the main results. First we give an exponential inequality for bounded independent random variables.
Lemma 1 (Bernstein inequality). Let Lemma 2 (Gao, et al. (1995) 3 CONSISTENCY
In this section we shall prove that b f n (u) converges in probability, almost surely converges and uniformly almost surely converges. Below we always denote
for xed u 2 C(f); where C(f) in the set of continuous points of f: Theorem 3.1. There exists a M > 0 such that kX i k M for i = 1 n: Under the assumptions of lemma 2. If 0 < a n ! 0; n 1=3 a n log ?1 n ! 1: Then b f n (u) ! f(u) in probability as n ! 1: Proof. Simply calculation shows that the mean of f n (u) converges to f(u); and its variance does to 0. This implies that f n (u) ! f(u) in probability as n ! 1: Now, we prove b f n (u) ? f n (u) ! 0 in probability. If " i < u ? a n ; then b " i 2 (u ? a n ; u + a n ) implies that u ? a n + X i ( b n ? ) + (b g n (T i ) ? g(T i )) < " i < u ? a n : If " i > u + a n ; then b " i 2 (u ? a n ; u + a n ) implies that u + a n < " i < u + a n + X i ( I (u an?C 0 n ?1=3 log n " i u an) 2na n 0
According to the continuity of f on u; using Chebyshev's inequality we know the second term above is less than 1 2a n 0 P u a n ? C 0 n ?1=3 log n " i u a n = C 0 log n .
(2 0 n 1=3 a n )(f(u) + o(1)):
It follows from a n n 1=3 log ?1 n ! 1 that lim sup n!1 PfI 1n > 0 g :
Since is arbitrary, we obtain I 1n ! 0 in probability as n ! 1: We can similarly prove that I 2n tends to zero in probability as n ! 1: Thus, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. If 0 < a n ! 0; n 1=3 a n log ?2 n ! 1:
Then b f n (u) ! f(u) for u 2 C(f) a.s. as n ! 1. Proof. Set f E n (u) = Ef n (u); for u 2 C(f): Using the continuity of f on u and a n ! 0 we can show that f E n (u) ! f(u) as n ! 1
Now let us consider f n (u) ? f E n (u):
Then U n1 ; : : :; U nn are independent with EU ni = 0; and jU ni j 1; moreover var(U ni ) P(u ? a n " i u + a n ) = 2a n f(u)(1 + o(1)) 4a n f(u); 
Condition (3) and Borel-Cantelli lemma imply f n (u) ? f E n (u) ! 0 a:s:
In the following, we shall prove b f n (u) ? f n (u) ! 0 a:s:
According to lemma 2, we have with probability one that P(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n " i u a n ):
Then f n1 (u) Cf(u)(n 1=3 a n ) ?1 log n; for large enough n: By the condition (3), we obtain f n1 (u) ! 0; as n ! 1: (10) Now let us deal with J n1 ? f n1 (u): Set Q ni = I (u an?Cn ?1=3 log n " i u an) ? P(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n " i u a n ); for i = 1; : : :; n: Then Q n1 ; : : :; Q nn are independent, and jQ ni j 1; EQ ni = 0; and
By lemma 1, we have
(n ?1=3 a ?1 n f(u) log ?1 n + )g 2 expf?Cna n g:
Employing Borel-Cantelli lemma we conclude that J n1 ? f n1 (u) ! 0 a:s:
Combining (10) with the above conclusion, we obtain J n1 ! 0 a.s. Similar argument yields J n2 ! 0 a.s. Moreover, (8) implies (7). From (4), (6) and (7), we complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. If f is uniformly continuous on R 1 and 0 < a n ! 0; n 1=3 a n log ?2 n ! 1:
Proof. We still use the notations in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to denote the empirical distribution of " 1 ; : : :; " n by n and the distribution of " 1 by : Since f is uniformly continuous, thus sup u f(u) = f 0 < 1: It is easy to show sup u jf(u) ? f E n (u)j ! 0 as n ! 1
Write f n (u) ? f E n (u) = 1 2a n f n ( u ? a n ; u + a n ]) ? ( u ? a n ; u + a n ])g and denote b n = 2f 0 a n ; n = 2a n for any > 0: Then for large enough n; 0 < b n < 1=4 and sup u ( u ? a n ; u + a n ]) b n for all n: From lemma 3, we have, for large enough n; Pfsup u jf n (u) ? f E n (u)j g = Pfsup u j n ( u ? a n ; u + a n ]) ? ( u ? a n ; u + a n ])j 2a n g (32f 0 a n + 2a n )g + 8n expf?na 2 n f 0 =5g:
From (12) and Borel-Cantelli lemma, it follows that
Combining (14) with (13), we obtain sup u jf n (u) ? f(u)j ! 0 a.s.
In the following we shall prove that
It is obvious that sup u jf n1 (u)j ! 0; as n ! 1: Set d n = f 0 n ?1=3 log n: For large enough n; we have 0 < d n < 1=4 and sup u f(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n; u a n )g Cd n for all n:
It follows from lemma 3 that P(sup u jJ n1 ? f n1 (u)j > ) P j n f(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n; u a n )g ? f(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n; u a n )gj 2a n ] By (12) and the above arguments, it follows that sup u jJ n1 ?f n1 (u)j ! 0 a.s., and hence sup u jJ n1 j ! 0 a.s. We have sup u jJ n2 j ! 0 similarly. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, it can be shown that, with probability one and for large enough n; Since f is bounded on (u ? 1 ; u + 1 ); we have, for large enough n; that f n1 (u) = 1 2a n P(u a n ? Cn ?1=3 log n " i u a n ) Cn ?1=3 a ?1 n log n 
The similar argument as (11) The proofs of the above two theorems can be completed by slightly modifying the proofs of theorems 2 and 3 of Chai and Li(1993) , we omitted the details.
